
Spring03: Commissioning DraftApril 1, 2003PRE-BEAMTrigger Chekout (Arrington/Christy)� Chek/set 30,60,90,120 deadtime salers with pulser (hange gate widths?)HMS/SOS Detetor Chekout (JLab/Hampton/?)1. Take a long osmis run with all detetors on. -� Look for dead & hot wires in the wire hambers. Chek these against those listedin the urrent REPLAY parameters.� Chek HMS/SOS dead/hot wires against an earlier plot to look for any possibleinonsistenies in wiring.� Look at ADC distributions for the hodosopes. Are they all �ring?2. Cerenkov (RPI/?)3. Calorimeter (Yerevan/?)
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1.152 GeV BEAM (4/6-4/9)
The following items should be performed during the �rst 1 - 1.5 shifts.� Initial trigger hekout with beam.� Initial detetor hekout with beam.� Initial heks of beam position/raster.The detetor hekout is best done using a fairly uniform illumination, whih is provided forby 20 uA on the entral Carbon target at the following kinematis: E = 1.152, E' = 0.6, �= 10.5. ** For both HMS and SOS **The HMS Rates should be about 6 kHz.
Initial Detetor Chekout (JLab/Hampton/?)HMS/SOS target fast raster I0ollimator �e P0 X x Y (half width)large (pion) 10.5o -0.6 GeV/ C 1 mm x 1 mm 20 uA1. Take a small run and verify that all detetor hannels are working.
Superharp San (?) [raster on/o�℄HMS/SOS target fast raster I0ollimator �e P0 X x Y (half width)large (pion) 10.5o -0.6 GeV/ C o� 5 uA1. San the superharps 3H00A and 3H00 with raster o�. Get two pitures for two wires.2. San the superharps 3C07 A&B, 3C12A&B, 3C17A&B3. Repeat with raster on 2



Reestablish Standard HMS/SOS Tunes (JLab/Hampton)HMS/SOS target fast raster I0�e P0 X x Y (half width)sieve slit 10.5o -0.6 GeV/ C o� 20 uA1. Take a Carbon run and reord oinidenes (> 100k soinidene events).2. Produe an ntuple, and do the following: make a spetrum of x vs y at the nominalfoal plane. What you should see is a \spider" with 5 legs. The non-straightness ofthe entral leg indiates there is an o�set in the Z or Y diretion. If you don't see a\spider" or something resembling it one of the polarities of the HMS magnets is setwrong (or the magnet is o�).
Eletronis Chekout[1/2 - 1 shift℄ (Arrington/Christy/?)HMS/SOS target fast raster I0ollimator �e P0 X x Y (half width)large (pion) 10.5o -0.6 GeV/ C 1 mm x 1 mm 20 uA1. At the same kinematis, hek that all eletronis signals are well timed.2. Determine orret thresholds.3. Verify that all detetor hannels are ounting.4. Verify all salers are inrementing.5. Chek for double pulsing and time the wire hamber signals.6. Are the sintillator signals for deteting hadrons are on sale in the sintillator ADCs?
HMS/SOS Detetor Chekout/Calibrations (JLab/Hampton/?)HMS/SOS target fast raster I0ollimator �e P0 X x Y (half width)large (pion) 10.5o -0.6 GeV/ C 1 mm x 1 mm 20 uA3



1. 12C \white" spetra to get maximum overage of planes, take 250K events. Ratesshould be approximately 6 kHz.� Chek the timing and alibration onstants (shower ounter gains, pedestals, tim-ing o�sets, pulse height orretions, attenuation lengths, eÆienies, position de-pendenies).� Wire Chambers ** Howtos and Kumas will be provided for alibrations.{ Fit for new time-to-distane map{ Look at drift time spetra, is shape reasonable? in the right time range?(something like -25 ns to 150 ns, with half-height of the leading edge near 0){ Look at foal plane distributions, they'll be srewed up if any abling gotsrewed up{ Chek �duial traking eÆieny, is it > 98%? If not then hek DC tdwindows and traking parameters. (Christy)� HMS/SOS Hodosopes{ Look at all hodo histograms, ompare against standard histograms in HMS/SOSnotebook{ any hannels �ring very hot (possible light leak)?� HMS/SOS Cerenkov{ Look at histos (Npe vs x; and Npe vs Shwr), ompare with standard histosin HMS notebook, ideally there should be no x dependene.� HMS/SOS Shower Counter{ Chek histos to be sure all ADC and TDC hannels are �ring.{ Calibrate with eletrons. (Yerevan/Hampton)� HMS Aerogel� For HMS hek x,y,�, and � spetra at the target and nominal foal plane againstMC. (Christy)** At this point the detetors should be fairly well alibrated.
Beam Position On-Target (?)1. Chek beam position on-target as desribed in Henk Blok's optis runplan.
Beam Energy Measurement [1 hr℄ (MCC)4



1. Give MCC a few hours warning beforehand.
Initial HMS/SOS Elastis Cheks [1.5 hrs℄1. Hydrogen and Dummy targets with I = 40 uA. ** Note that all single-arm elastiheks have the elasti peak entered at ÆP/P = +4%.2. Take HMS/SOS single-arm elasti data (eletrons in both arms) at the kinematislisted below. Collet >200k eletrons in HMS (this should take 7-8 min). This willallow heks to be made on the following:� Elasti peak position for quik hek on kinematis.� Chek of elasti ross setion at the sub 1% level (3 - 4 % initially).� Cross hek of HMS vs SOS yields.Ebeam Phms=sos �hms=sos Q2 � rate HMS/SOS Presales1.152 -0.723 55.4 0.75 0.60 2.1 kHz 8" -0.594 72.6 1.00 0.42 0.5 kHz 2
HeepCheks [1 hr℄� Collet at least 50k elasti oinidene events at the kinematis listed below.� Collet eletrons in SOS and protons in HMS for both Hydrogen and Dummy targetswith I = 40 uA. Ebeam Psos �sos Phms �hms Q21.152 -1.0 28.8 +0.555 60.23 0.29� Fast Raster Phase Chekout1. Use oinidenes from above. 5



2. Make a plot of W2 versus the fast raster information. There should be a one-to-one orrespondene between vertial beam position and W2 value. If not, youhave a phase o�set between the atual fast raster magnet setting and the dataaquisition ADC value. Determine this phase (for an example, see/net/daqfs/hall/home/daq/douments/SORTME/xxx anal/FastRasterCalibration9981.ps).
HMS/SOS Carbon Elastis [0.5 hrs℄1. Central Carbon target with I = 40 uA.2. Take HMS/SOS single-arm arbon elasti data (eletrons in both arms) at the kine-matis listed below. The nulear elasti peak should be at ÆP/P = 6%. Collet >200keletrons in HMS (this should take 7-8 min).Ebeam Phms=sos �hms=sos Q2 rate HMS/SOS Presales1.152 -1.06 40.0 0.61 14 kHz 50
HMS Quads O�set Studies [1/2 shift℄ (Penthev/Jones)PLAN for the HMS quadrupole alignment testExperimental onditions: beam energy 1:542GeV , urrent 50�A, no raster, single 0:1marbon target, sieve slit, HMS angle 12:000, HMS set for eletrons with entral momentum1:537GeV=.1.Using nominal setting:Name Iq1; A Iq2; A Iq3; A dipole �eldnom. 199.561 -158.581 77.442 -0.421190observe the the sieve slit holes and hek that everything is OK (15 min.).2.Degauss all the quads using the following proedures:6



� Q1:{ set to +1000 amps{ set to +0 amps{ swith polarity to negative{ set to -50 amps{ set to -0 amps� Q2:{ set to -1000 amps{ set to -0 amps{ swith polarity to negative{ set to +165 amps{ set to +0 amps� Q3{ set to +1000 amps{ set to +0 amps{ swith polarity to negative{ set to -55 amps{ set to -0 amps(50 min.)Using this setting (with the dipole only) we aim to adjust the beam position in suh a wayso that the y-peak at the foal plane is atymaxfp = �11:8� 1mm (1)(orresponds to �tg = 0). To do this we need three measurements at di�erent beam positioneah 10 min.(40 min.)3.Do measurements with the following settings, eah 10 min.:Every time the urrent is set to zero, one has to degauss the quad, aording to the proeduresin 2. but taking into aount the polarity, i.e. when going from negative urrent to zero forQ1 and Q3, one has to hange the signs of the urrents in the proedures as desribed in 2..(70 min. measurements + 4 x 15min. for degaussing)7



Name Iq1; A Iq2; A Iq3; A dipole �eldq1 -139.717 0. 0. -0.421190q2 0. -62.619 0. -0.421190q3 0. 0. -44.672 -0.327470nom. 199.561 -158.581 77.442 -0.421190q1r 139.652 -158.581 77.442 -0.421190q2r 199.561 -110.925 77.442 -0.421190q3r 199.561 -158.581 54.338 -0.421190Total time beam on target: 115min.Change of settings : 120min.||||||||||||Total : 235min.
BCM Calibrations [2hrs℄ (Mak)1. low urrent alibration.2. high urrent alibration.
SOS Æ-San[1-1/2 shifts℄� Perform 0.8 GeV SOS Æ-san at kinematis listed below. Leave the SOS entral mo-mentum at 0.8 GeV (negative polarity) and hange the entral angle (as listed in thetable below) to san the elasti peak aross Æ. The estimated presale fators listedshould keep the data rates below 0.5 kHz, with a 7 minute run providing > 200k events.
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Ebeam �sos Æ rate presale(kHz) fator1.152 70.0 20.4 0.6 2" 68.0 18.6 0.7 2" 66.0 16.7 0.8 2" 64.0 14.8 1 2" 62.0 12.8 1 2" 60.0 10.8 1 2" 58.0 8.7 2 4" 56.0 6.6 2 4" 54.0 4.4 3 6" 52.0 2.2 3 6" 50.0 0.1 5 10" 48.0 2.4 6 12" 46.0 4.7 8 16" 44.0 7.1 11 22" 42.0 9.5 15 30" 40.0 11.9 20 40" 38.0. 14.3 28 50" 36.0 16.7 38 80" 34.0 19.0 52 100" 32.0 21.4 73 160" 30.0 23.7 104 210
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2.238 GeV BEAM
Beam Position On-Target (Ent/Blok?) [1 hr℄1. Chek beam position on-target as desribed in Henk Blok's optis hekout plan.
Superharp San (Jones) [2 hrs℄HMS/SOS target fast raster I0ollimator �e P0 X x Y (half width)large (pion) 20.0o -1.0 GeV/ C o� 5 uA1. San the superharps 3H00A and 3H00 with slow raster o�. Get two pitures for twowires.2. San the superharps 3C07 A&B, 3C12A&B, 3C17A&B
Beam Energy Measurement [1 hr℄ (MCC)1. Give MCC a few hours warning beforehand.
Luminosity Sans - High Rate [3 hrs℄HMS/SOS target fast raster I0ollimator �e P0 X x Y (half width)large (pion) 10.5o -0.8 GeV/ C 1 mm x 1 mm variable� Perform Luminosity sans with targets and beam urrents as listed below. For theDummy target we might have to stay below 40 uA. These ombined with a low ratesan should allow us to determing if there is any rate dependent systemati. At 90 uAthe hydrogen rates should be 500 kHz.10



1. Hydrogen san. Take HMS runs at: 15,30,45,60,75,90 uA2. Deuterium san. Take HMS runs at: 15,30,45,60,75,90 uA3. Carbon san. Take HMS runs at: 15,30,45,60,75,90 uA4. Dummy san. Take HMS runs at: 15,25,35,45 uA
HMS/SOS Optis [1.5 hrs℄HMS/SOS target fast raster I0ollimator �e P0 X x Y (half width)sieve 16.0o 0.8 GeV/ C/quintar 1 mm x 1 mm 20 uA1. Sieve slit run w/quintar.2. repeat above with vertial shift by half a row.
HMS Elastis [2 hrs℄1. Hydrogen and Dummy targets with I = 40 uA.2. Collet � 200k elastially sattered eletrons in the HMS at the kinematis listedbelow. This should take 5 minutes, 10 minutes, and 20 minutes, with the presalefators listed.Ebeam Phms �hms Q2 � rate (kHz) HMS presale2.238 1.890 19.5 0.51 0.94 80.0 1602.238 1.379 40.0 1.50 0.73 0.7 2" 1.121 52.0 2.01 0.57 0.1 1
HeepCheks [2 hrs℄� Hydrogen and Dummy targets with I = 40 uA.11



� Collet at least 50k elasti oinidene events at the kinematis listed below.Ebeam Psos �sos Phms �hms Q22.238 -1.208 50.0 +1.729 32.4 1.93" -1.486 38.0 +1.405 40.6 1.41
SOS Æ-San (Blok/?) [1-1/2 shifts℄� Perform 1.6 GeV SOS Æ-san at kinematis listed below. Take at least 150k goodeletrons (this should take 5-6 minutes for rates above 0.5 kHz).Ebeam �sos Æ rate presale(kHz) fator2.239 49.0 -23.2 0.1 1" 47.6 -21.3 0.2 1" 46.2 -19.3 0.2 1" 44.8 -17.3 0.3 1" 43.4 -15.3 0.3 1" 42.0 -13.3 0.5 1" 40.6 -11.1 0.7 2" 39.2 -9.0 1 2" 37.8 -6.8 1 2" 36.4 -4.5 2 4" 35.0 -2.3 3 6" 33.6 0.0 4 8" 32.2 2.3 5 10" 30.8 4.7 8 16" 29.4 7.0 11 22" 28.0 9.3 15 30" 26.6 11.7 22 44" 25.2 14.0 31 62" 23.8 16.3 45 90" 22.4 18.5 66 135" 21.0 20.7 96 200" 19.6 22.9 142 300
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